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Key Characteristic of 
Effective Math Instruction                                                                 Look Fors 

1. Teach the rigor of the CA 
Common Core State 
Standards, including 
Mathematical Practices.

● Students are held to high expectations, being asked to engage in the full level of rigor 
for each standard; scaffolds are provided as needed.

● All lesson components are aligned to a targeted grade-level learning objective.
● Students are given multiple opportunities throughout each lesson to engage in at 

least one of the eight Standards for Mathematical Practice.
● Standards-based assessments are used to inform instruction.

2. Create a classroom culture 
of mathematical mindsets.

● Messages that support a belief that all students can learn the math can be heard 
from both the teacher and students.

● Mistakes are looked at as opportunities for learning, and praise focuses on flexibility 
in ideas and perseverance rather than correctness.

● Anchor charts honor the thinking of a variety of students.

3. Allow students to make 
sense of the math.

● Students are given opportunities to make sense of the math and share strategies 
with peers before any instruction.

● Students are engaged in tasks and problems with authentic contexts.
● Students are given fewer problems to explore on a deeper level. This focus on depth 

and quality over quantity means that timed tests and traditional 20-problem 
worksheets are not used.

4. Encourage the use of a 
variety of strategies.

● Students explore with a variety of manipulatives.
● Explicit connections are made between manipulatives and drawings, and between 

drawings and abstract methods.
● Standard algorithms are only taught when they are a grade level standard.

5. Engage students in 
meaningful discourse.

● Students ask questions about, make connections to, and build on to other students’ 
ideas and strategies.

● Teachers ask open-ended questions to elicit and understand student thinking.
● Students use the language of the discipline to speak like mathematicians.


